Product News

Philips Respironics’ latest nasal pillows masks, the Nuance and Nuance Pro, bring the comfort and sealing power of gel to nasal pillows and offer a choice between fabric or gel frame. Gel padded frame (pictured) and non-slip headgear holds mask in place, reduces need for re-adjustment. The all-fabric frame and headgear provides soft fabric for better sleep and fewer red marks. Additional features include non-slip headgear and lightweight, flexible tubing. The gel pillows provide greater comfort and seal and conform to different size nostrils. www.theanswer.philips.com/nuance

ResMed’s newest vented nasal mask is compact with two-point headgear allowing for an open line of sight for reading and viewing screens. The modified dual-wall cushion is ultra-soft and maintains a secure gentle seal. Ball-joint elbow rotates 360 degrees to accommodate various sleeping positions, assisted by the lightweight tubing that stretches. With three main parts, it easy to wear, clean and assemble. The Swift™ FX Nano is pictured. The Swift™ FX Nano for Her features stylish headgear and fit range specifically for women. See www.resmed.com/us/products/swift_fx_nano_for_her/swift-fx-nano-for-her.html?nc=patients

New Web Course on CareFusion LTV Series

CareFusion has announced the release of a new web-based course now available on the CareFusion Learning Portal for customers using the LTV Series ventilators. The LTV Series ventilators were originally launched in 1999, and this course is an interactive self-guided discovery featuring the most recent versions of the ventilator. Participants can choose between a course designed for healthcare professionals and one for non-clinical users. Enrolling in this course requires registration at https://clp.carefusion.com, then logging in and entering any part of the course title, CLP1210: LTV Series Ventilator Overview and Setup, into the search bar.

ResMed Acquires Unimedis

ResMed announced that it had acquired Prague-based Unimedis, a distributor of equipment for the treatment of sleep-disordered breathing in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The company said that the acquisition continues ResMed’s emerging market strategy of growing its distribution to bring market-leading sleep-disordered breathing and respiratory care solutions to places where they’re needed most. In October, ResMed acquired Warsaw-based Mediserv, now known as ResMed–Poland.